Overview: Experiences in Other Watersheds

(Note: This is the only session that is presentation style vs. working session style)

Session Focus:

How have other watersheds gone about characterizing their watershed conditions relative to PCB water quality and what types of PCB sources were identified? What specific programs were undertaken to address the sources identified? In hindsight, were there any early action BMPs that could have been implemented?

Session Specifics:

What experiences (positive and negative) have you had in your watershed that may be applicable to the Spokane River Watershed?

- What type of monitoring plans and sampling and analytical methods were used and what processes were followed for source identification and for prioritizing source reduction actions?

- What types of sources were found and how was the magnitude of their contribution determined?

- Were any source reduction efforts developed for the types of sources identified and how successful were they? How did you determine the priority for any actions taken?